Poly Royal papertalk

Censorship, lawsuits, and general organization were the main topics that hovered around yesterday's meeting of the Poly Royal Board, trying to produce a better organized "censorship fair on a college campus." A great deal of discussion centered around the stamp of approval needed for literature to be passed out during Poly Royal. It was announced that this is only to keep the flow of propaganda during the fair.

Many of the club representatives referred to this as a form of censorship, but Don Coven, chairman of the board, insisted that it was not.

He also said that it would be much more efficient if the clubs brought their materials to the committee in charge well before April 24 start. He said this would make it possible for him to pass out the printed matter quickly before the campaign begins.

The representatives were also told the reasoning behind the placing of the concession stands in various areas throughout the campus, rather than allowing them to be centralized in one location.

They were told that this would be for the convenience of the visiters, so they would not have to go out of their way to find something to eat. It was also announced that signs would be posted in direct people to general eating areas, instead of the traditional multitude of signs that announced specific concessions all in the same area.

In the ancient Mayan culture of old Mexico, there was a popular game called Tlaxtli. Has the game returned as a new intercollegiate sport? Tlaxtli was very much like basketball. The object was to successfully put a hard leather ball through the goal, which resembled two hoops, or a stone block with a hole in the center.

Upon winning the game, the victors scrambled through the crowd taking whatever they pleased from the unprepared audience. It was the misfortune of the team captains of the losing squad to be castrated.

The rather interesting fixture that extends from the side of the new College Union building strangely resembles this goal. The Mayan looking figure faces strangely resembles this goal that extends from the side of the tower. It will just keep the time. The other will face the Music Department.

Censorship, law suits, and a deliberate attempt to stop the now of the campaign, the Mayan looking figure faces the Music Department. There won't be any bells ringing from the clock, the other will face the Music Department. There won't be any bells ringing from the clock, it will just keep the time, Phillips said. The athletes can rest easier now, and the students who are a little hard of hearing, or near-sighted will be able to see the correct campus time from the dormitory end of the campus. The other question remaining is to which face the Clock Tower will the new clock be synchronized?

Tongue bit a little late

LOS ANGELES (UPI)—Assemblyman Jess Unruh said Thursday that Gov. Ronald Reagan had "forfeited any right to hold public office" by his statement about a bloodbath in curing campus militants.

Unruh, who is seeking the Democratic nomination for governor to run against Reagan, said the statement was "a deliberate invitation to violence" and would be welcomed by the "revolutionaries he says he is against."

Unruh called a news conference to blast the Reagan statement. Reagan, in an appearance before the California Growers meeting Tuesday, had said: "If it's to be a bloodbath, let it be now."

Reagan later tempered the remark, saying it was a figure of speech and certainly no one wanted a bloodbath. But he added that there "comes a moment in which we must bite the bullet."

Unruh said Frankly he intended to try to "hang that statement around Reagan's neck" in the political campaign.

Unruh said that even in his withdrawal of the remark he had used other violent language.

"We ought to bite his tongue instead of the bullet," Unruh said. "This man is so prone to violence apparently that he can't appeal to people in a calm and reasonable manner."

Unruh said he did not know whether Reagan used such terms to win support from those upset by campus disturbances but that if it was not deliberate "it is even worse."

"I don't know whether it was a deliberate attempt but it has worked for him very well politically. However, he hasn't got rid of campus violence," Unruh said.

In response to a question, Unruh said he was "not running against Sam Yorty"—the Los Angeles mayor also seeking the Democratic nomination—but against Reagan.

Asked if he did not consider Yorty a major opponent, Unruh said:

"Oh, he's a potent politician and a witty and crafty man and I'm sure in the next few weeks of the campaign he will drop every dead cat he can."

Unruh was asked about Reagan's wisecracks that he would run against Yorty and let his wife, Nancy, run against Unruh.

"I think I'm getting the best of the bargain," Unruh said.

Reagan told reporters a short time later at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art that he had used "bloodbath" as a figure of speech.

"I used it as an example in answering a question, not in a formal statement," Reagan said, denying he had late retracted the phrase.

"Actually," he added, "I never would in any way suggest administering a bath to dissident radicals because that clearly would constitute a violation of their constitutional rights."
Baywood won't last

by JOHN FITZERANDOLPH

Ah, the bucolic greenness, the wide-flattened cypress trees, the extra fresh air of salt and fog. Baywood Park is a quiet place to study and play. “Baywood” really means Los Osos, Los Osos Highlands, and Cuesta-By-The-Sea. The hills are similar, the maples and groves small alike, people move slowly, traffic lights aren’t needed.

Most everyone has a view of the rock or the dune buggy dotted sand. The streets are in need of repair—more from weather and sand than the passing of cars. Older men with little hair pass peacefully as younger men with longer hair fly kites and play in the streets. If you pollinate a beach, it is between spiders and mumps or snails and people. Poverty exists in Baywood though it is not a social stain like a city slum. A barking dog hears and Deopic or snails and people. Perhaps from that, things are quiet. Mild hell in the mornings. Aside passing of care.

There will be a few years yet, the city slum. A barking dog hears and Deopic or snails and people. Perhaps from that, things are quiet. Mild hell in the mornings. Aside passing of care.

First, the smog will be noticeable. There will be debate: whether Baywood is getting some new kind of summer fog or whether Baywood is breathing smog.

Then, the “Not A Through” Zone will be torn down, because all roads will connect with all other roads—in order for Baywood residents to reach the light industry comfortably. Industry will be “necessary” to provide jobs to the low-tax “base” for real estate developers. The new City Council will place strict pollution control rules upon factories, but Los Angeles knows how much a drop in tokenism is.

Oil industries will have “safety” regulations to follow, but off-shore drilling will never be anything but dangerous. Folk arriving in Baywood, via the six-lane Los Osos Valley Expressway, will have a “spectacular” view of the oil platforms.

The Los Osos Valley will be housing projects and San Jose styled shopping centers. For “convenience,” the stores will be opened seven days a week, until midnight. Militant ecologists will meet on Monday nights, in a small shack between the VFW (Veterans of the Vietnam War) building and the First American Church. The young environmental activists will plan demonstrations “To involve the total community”—which will mean the 874,000 people in the Baywood-Osos area—but the pollution issue will be hit by dawn, drowned in a sea of rhetoric and redundancy.

All the trees and snails and eagles will begin to lag away to the masses. It will happen. Nobody will be able to stop the blind urbanization.

The pelicans are dying now, victims of DDT. Other Baywood birds are endangered. When the city arrives, most birds will die or fly away or the Osos Jetport will poison the rest.

The only abnormality will come with the slipping death of Plankton and resulting lack of oxygen... oxygen which is needed to operate black furnaces and Boeing 777 jets.

Our Model U.N. represents U.S.

Prepared and aware, 19 students will be leaving this campus for Eugene, Oregon on April 15.

The 18 are members of this campus’ chapter of the Model United Nations. They will be attending the 55th session of the Model U.N. of the Far West.

The host school for this year’s competition, University of Oregon, expects about 1,200 delegates to attend. These delegates will come from Model U.N. chapters in colleges of 11 far western states, Canada and Mexico.

Earlier in the year, each chapter was assigned a country to represent at the convention. Each country is divided into regions. The students put in an average of 12 hours a week preparing their participation.

Due to the quality of past performance, Model U.N. on this campus is allowed to represent the United States. This honor also presented a challenge. Each student put in an average of 12 hours a week preparing their participation.

IT’S MY VIEW

by GINNY LEAL

Guest Editorial

In this age of increased student involvement with campus issues and administration, Student Affairs Council (SAC) is asking the students to vote. Yes, SAC is asking the students to vote. They desire to eliminate one of four elected student officers positions.

Student Executive Cabinet (SEC) recommended a SAC that the question of an elected versus a hired secretary be placed on the April ballot. SAC agreed to put the question up to the students.

Perhaps SEC was premature in making this recommendation. It decided that the present system was not completely efficient, but instead of reorganizing other systems that might be more effective in this campus, it arbitrarily chose the idea of a hired secretary, chosen by the President and Vice President.

When questioned, Paul Kresse, President and Chairman of SAC, said there were no provisions made as to how the secretary would be hired, other than as advertisement in the Mustang Daily. SEC did not establish a plan for payment of this secretary, and a guidelines were set for wages per hour, but job specifications, yet, the students are asked to vote on this half-formed idea.

The job of ASI Secretary has grown in proportion with the campus, and not too long ago, it was not a full-time position. It was a position requiring a person to handle efficiently, and still attend school as a full-time student. The ASI officers of two years ago realized this, and made provisions for hiring administrative assistants, primarily to aid the ASI Secretary with his increasing paperwork. This is the system we are utilizing now, with satisfactory results.

President Kresse presented SEC’s reasons for the recommendation at the March 31 SAC meeting. SEC: What would happen if no one ran for the office?

REFUTATION: The present system of government, with the President, Vice President and Secretary elected by the students at large, has been in effect since 1935, with less than 1000 students. This has not been a problem in over 55 years, and now, with our growing population, it is logical to assume that there will not be at least one person running for the office.

SEC: How could you be sure the person elected would be competent?

REFUTATION: That question can be answered after an elected official from the President’s desk. The students are elected after the basis of their personal qualifications, which should guard against this. If such a person should be elected, there are steps that can be taken to remove them from office.

Another point is the basic difference between a selected official and a hired typist. A person elected to a job is responsible to the entire student body; a hired secretary is responsible primarily to her employer.

It is also bad policy on the part of SAC to ask the students to vote on a major change in student government on such short notice, and without presenting the arguments, pro and con, to the students.

This is not the way to run an election, and the students should object to the position in which they are being placed by this hasty special election.
Cycle people proclaim 'war'

Bakersfield (UPI) - An all-out war to remove the suggest canyon and motorized trial bikes and improve the view that conservationists and motorized trial bikers don't mix.

The proposed purpose of the plan is to protect the only known natural habitat of the golden trout—California's state fish—within the Sequoia and Inyo National Forests.

The conservationist Sierra Club supports the plan and closes the area proposed by the Forest Service.

A Forest Service spokesman recommended the closure will work a hardship on the working man who has only limited time and funds for high country trips.

Trail bike enthusiasts want to use the Sequoia National Country for backpackers.

The conservationist Sierra Club supports the plan and closes the area proposed by the Forest Service.

A Forest Service spokesman recommended the closure will work a hardship on the working man who has only limited time and funds for high country trips.

For the most part, the bike riders object to the amount of land the Forest Service wants to make off-limits to vehicles.

One spokesman suggested the area should be only 23,000 acres, or about one eighth of the Sequoia and Inyo National Forests.

The purpose of the proposed plan is to protect the only known natural habitat of the golden trout—California's state fish—within the Sequoia and Inyo National Forests.

For the most part, the bike riders object to the amount of land the Forest Service wants to make off-limits to vehicles.

One spokesman suggested the area should be only 23,000 acres, or about one eighth of the area proposed by the Forest Service.

Gary Combs, an Oildale contractor and bike enthusiast, complained the closure will limit access to trails.

"If the trails are closed the following signs would be appropriate: Welcome to the Sequoia National Country Club," he said.

"Those persons with excess time and money, enjoy yourselves. Others need not apply," he said.

Fontaine and the Sierra Club don't see it that way.

"A backpack trip is the cheapest kind of vacation one can get," said Fontaine. "It costs less than staying home because you can only carry a limited amount of supplies. Many campers and backpackers cannot afford the considerable cost of a trail machine." He added his doubts whether backpackers and horseback riders have anymore time for high country trips than do trail bike riders.

The Forest Service recommendation becomes effective as soon as it is approved by regional headquarters in San Francisco. A spokesman in Porterville said approval was expected soon.

ROTC Grads Move Up the Line

Ten graduates of this college were commissioned second lieutenants in the U.S. Army during ceremonies which took place Tuesday (March 17) afternoon on campus.

They are James A. Cox of Arroyo Grande; Ronald J. Gregorian, Fresno; Charles F. Partridge, Jr., Saugus; Leonard S. Pederson, Santa Maria; Jay P. Rich, San Luis Obispo; William J. Roddy, Fresno; David R. Sponseller, Berkeley; Donald J. Sverchek, San Luis Obispo; James W. Whitmore, Redwood City; and Peter E. Pederson, San Luis Obispo.

All ten completed their bachelor's degree study here this year and are scheduled to report for active duty within 90 days.

Col. William L. Hasila, professor of military science and head of the college's Military Science Department administered the oath of office following a commissioning address by Dr. Carl C. Cummins, dean of the School of Applied Arts.

The men commissioned Tuesday afternoon bring to more than 170 the number of graduates who have received Army commissions through the Reserve Officers Training Corps unit at the college in the past 15 months.

A total of 623 men have become officers as a result of the Cal Poly ROTC program since it was organized in 1960.

With some 375 members of the college student body enrolled in voluntary courses and activities, the ROTC unit here is among the largest such programs in the Western U.S.

Have you heard about THE ARMY ROTC TWO YEAR PROGRAM

- $60 a month for two years while in college
- Scholarship opportunities
- Opportunity to take free flight instruction
- Draft deferments

Don't Just Think About It! ACT NOW!

For Full Details—Contact Major Rosal or Master Sergeant Taylor at the Cal Poly Military Science Department

Application Must Be Submitted Prior To May 1
KCPR, campus radio began this quarter with a new service of 24 hours a day. The large staff of trained disc jockeys has enabled the new management to program around the clock. KCPR will be aiming to serve the public during all the additional hours by airing programming in areas not previously explored.

The new program philosophy will reflect the outcomes of a recent survey of college residents and will be directed toward the mature college student, according to Gary Gardner, public relations. Most of the broadcast day will include contemporary rock, sprinkled with appropriate amounts of folk and popular songs. 24-hour Classic Jam will feature music, programs and discussions, such as the music, the country, and the world. Each week, Sundays at 4 p.m., a variety show will be featured, with live commentary, as scheduled.

Under the direction of station manager Bill Gurzi and the advisement of Ed Zuchelli, the stations power will be effectively increased to 10 watts, although most of the broadcast day will be one of special features such as the countdown book, turning paper rack and cut board to eliminate lifting legs of paper, and specially designed supply holders among other ideas.

These features have been "complemented by every book store manager and supplier that has seen the plans," stated Mrs. Mary Lee Green, bookstore manager.

The Department of Curriculum will build the fixtures. This will be the only one with special features such as the carousel book, turning paper rack and cut board to eliminate legs of paper, and specially designed supply holders among other ideas.

The new design is flexible and has been planned with an eye towards the future. This allows for an increase up to 30,000 students. The costs of expanding the facility are not a problem.

Bookstore to get rebound

The new design is flexible and has been planned with an eye towards the future. This allows for an increase up to 30,000 students. The costs of expanding the facility are not a problem.

Mrs. Green stated that the number of student talents and creative ideas such as Yoshii's new show will be shown this college has always shown.

"Being unique is a quality which this college has always shown. The interior of the new bookstore in the College Union will be no exception."

"Two architect majors, Larry Price and Brent Berry, took on a professional attitude two years ago when they began research for designing the interiors of the El Corral de la Tierra's new location."

"At least for a time, this college will be the only one with special features such as the carousel book, turning paper rack and cut board to eliminate lifting legs of paper, and specially designed supply holders among other ideas."

"These features have been "complemented by every bookstore manager and supplier that has seen the plans," stated Mrs. Mary Lee Green, bookstore manager.

The Department of Curriculum will build the fixtures. This will be the only one with special features such as the carousel book, turning paper rack and cut board to eliminate legs of paper, and specially designed supply holders among other ideas.

The new design is flexible and has been planned with an eye towards the future. This allows for an increase up to 30,000 students. The costs of expanding the facility are not a problem.

Mrs. Green stated that the number of student talents and creative ideas such as Yoshii's new show will be shown this college has always shown.

"Being unique is a quality which this college has always shown. The interior of the new bookstore in the College Union will be no exception."

"Two architect majors, Larry Price and Brent Berry, took on a professional attitude two years ago when they began research for designing the interiors of the El Corral de la Tierra's new location."

"At least for a time, this college will be the only one with special features such as the carousel book, turning paper rack and cut board to eliminate legs of paper, and specially designed supply holders among other ideas."

"These features have been "complemented by every bookstore manager and supplier that has seen the plans," stated Mrs. Mary Lee Green, bookstore manager.
The Senate in the public 21-13, the bare minimum end signed by Gov. Ronald Reagan, being denied an nid it would lead "to the tent." charged that one of every five expert In school finance has opponents were "afraid of the youth of our atate." Mess Sunday at the 13th . The National Education Association, four-point program to achieve greater fairness, worm of school foundation laws,contending that such actions with the statement that it is all right to destroy a bank building because banks have money and money is used to carry on the war in Vietnam. "What complete rubbish and nonsense," said Philip M. Cronin, city attorney of Berkeley, Calif., who was one of the agitations. "I may have something," a third guest, "Why have any kind of combustion? Why not have carbonation instead? I said, "Would you mind elaborating on that a bit? Be glad to. If you have ever opened a bottle of champagne, you are aware that it exerts a force capable of propelling a cork across the room where it lands in a bowl of chopped chicken liver." "This force is a result of carbonation, which is caused by fermentation. Now if you had an engine which had a carburetor in place of a carburetor, you could exert a force capable of propelling an auto." Well, there you have it, Detroit. And I might point out that a carbonated engine would use the most abundant fuel in the world—sour grapes.

PREPARE POLICE NOW FOR CAMPUS UNREST

WASHINGTON (UPI)—City attorneys from two college towns advised their colleagues today that police must be prepared and ready to move quickly against campus disorder.

Robert T. Anderson, city attorney of Berkeley, Calif., and Philip M. Cronin, city attorney of Cambridge, Mass., made the urgent recommendations on a seminar on urban violence sponsored by the National Institute of Municipal Law Officers.

Curfews are one of the most effective means of controlling riots, John Decker, Wichita, Kan., director of law, said. But he said the widespread attitude among judges and juries that a curfew violation is a minor offense "is partially responsible for the dearth of reports for justice."

Anderson said the seeds of violence at the University of California were sown long before the 1964 "Free Speech Movement," which has been credited with launching Berkeley's agitations.

"Sit-ins, lie-ins, sleep-ins, teach-ins, troop train blockage, picketing, parades, demonstrations, rallies, assemblies, take-over of property owned by public agencies for the development of parks, rent strike—the list goes on and on," he said. "...Thus we have senseless and idiotic violence and destruction of property. The news media dutifully report the utterances of those who justify such actions with the statement that it is all right to destroy a bank building because banks have money and money is used to carry on the war in Vietnam. "What complete rubbish and nonsense," said Philip M. Cronin, city attorney of Berkeley, Calif., who was one of the agitations. "I may have something," a third guest, "Why have any kind of combustion? Why not have carbonation instead? I said, "Would you mind elaborating on that a bit? Be glad to. If you have ever opened a bottle of champagne, you are aware that it exerts a force capable of propelling a cork across the room where it lands in a bowl of chopped chicken liver." "This force is a result of carbonation, which is caused by fermentation. Now if you had an engine which had a carburetor in place of a carburetor, you could exert a force capable of propelling an auto." Well, there you have it, Detroit. And I might point out that a carbonated engine would use the most abundant fuel in the world—sour grapes.

COMES 'SEA HAWAII' $259 — 2 Weeks — 5 Islands — All Airlines — Your Own Car

3-Day Voyage on Seaboard

Join the student invasion of Hawaii for only $259. Leave this afternoon from Seattle. Drink with United Air Lines to Los Angeles or Honolulu and back. The trip is designed for college students and emphasizes education, economy, and low cost. Every four students will have their own car, making it easy to cover their own expenses.

A major highlight of the trip will be the two days and night spent on the beautiful white sand beaches of Kauai, Maui, Oahu, or the Big Island. You will see beautiful waterfalls and explore coral reefs. Don't forget to bring your swimsuit! The trip includes round trip air fare, all meals, car rental, and the best fishing. The total cost is $259.

The trip includes round trip air fare, all meals, car rental, and the best fishing. The total cost is $259.

Round Trip For Only $289

YES YOU CAN JET TO EUROPE

Round Trip For Only $289

Available only to California State College students, faculty, staff and their immediate families.

Contact: LOIS DICKENSON

U.S. Naval Inst. St.
San Jose, California

TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS BY THE TRAVEL 10 N FIRST STREET
by Bill Kingsbaker
Sports Writer

The Mustang golfers evened their record at 7-7-1 by splitting a pair of matches this week. Presently posting a 2-8 league record, coach Bill Hicks’ stickers downed the Broncos of Cal Poly Pomona 34-20, last Friday. Greg Edwards won low medalist honors with a one-round of 71. One stroke back with a 72 was Don Schaefer, followed by Steve Lockyer’s 74. Ed Phillips fired a 79, while Perry Pederson and Dave Hyde had 80, 81, respectively.

On Monday, the Bulldogs of Fresno State visited the Mustangs here in San Luis Obispo, and came out on top 29-25. “Our boys did a real good job both days, even though they lost to Fresno by four points”, Hicks commented. “We lost to Fresno 22-0 last time we met, so our guys are definitely shooting lower and much more consistent.”

Today the Mustangs resume league action when they take on the Titans of Fullerton State. Trying to surpass the .500 mark, the Mustangs will be teeing off at 1:00 p.m. on the San Luis Obispo Country Club course.

It's Fun to Get Fit With EXER-GENIE EXERCISER

For body toning & muscle conditioning

Used only 10 min. daily by astronauts and professional athletes. Free Demonstration——

Phone 543-7771

1223 Morse St. S.L.O.
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Fleet feet run at Hancock

Several former and future Mustang track and field performers will compete in the Hancock Relays Saturday night in Santa Maria.

Junior runner Ruben Smith and Jr. Jim Edmondson of last year’s team will join with redshirt Derral Thorn, 9.3 and Lowell Henry, 9.7 in the open 100 yard dash and all the men will also go in the 400 yard relay.

Juniors Terry Record will be participating in distance events, and redshirt Reynaldo Brown, a 77” high jumper in the 1988 Olympics while still in high school, will enter in his favorite event.

The high school division of the relay will be held tonight with 15 schools entered in A, B and C competition, while the Open, College, and Junior College divisions will be held on Saturday evening at the Santa Maria Recreation Center. Special women’s and junior high school events will also be conducted.

There will be eight junior colleges competing in the junior college division and 12 competitors representing different organizations throughout the state.

In the college division, teams like the University of Nevada which won the Claremont relays two weeks ago will be competing against Fresno Pacific, the Southern California Borderlands, and the Santa Monica athletic club.

This year the relays are dedicated to Mr. Ed Zuchelli, a member of this school’s journalism department, for his help in establishing the first Hancock Relays.

Schedule for the week

Baseball:
April 10, Cal Poly at Chapman College, 2:30 p.m.
April 11, Cal Poly at Chapman College (2), 12 noon.
April 14, Cal Poly at Fresno State (1), 2:30 p.m.
April 15, Cal Poly SLO at Cal Poly State Los Angeles, Cal Poly Pomona, Cal Poly SLO at Mt. SAC, 5 p.m.

Track:
April 11, U.C. Riverside, Cal State Los Angeles, Cal Poly Pomona, Cal Poly SLO at Mt.

Tennis:
April 10, Cal Poly SLO at Cal Poly Pomona, Cal Poly SLO at Mt. SAC, 6:30 p.m.
April 11, Cal Poly SLO at U.C. Riverside, 10 a.m.

Golf:
April 16, Cal State Fullerton at Cal Poly, 1 p.m.
Mustang Daily Sports

Netters chase CCAA crown

The Poly netters will face two CCAA teams this weekend on a two-day road trip and will test their skill which has carried them to a 4-0 record in league play.

Today at 2:30 p.m. the Mustangs will face Cal Poly Pomona on the Broncos home court. The Broncos are now in fourth place in the CCAA with a 1-3 win-loss record. The Mustangs are currently leading the conference with a 4-0 record.

The following day, the Mustangs will travel to UC Riverside for an early morning match. The Highlanders are in the middle of the pack with a 2-4 record. If the Mustangs win these two matches, they still must beat their opponents to have a good head of steam for their season.

Gorge yourself

Been to any good pancake breakfasts lately?

Chances are you haven’t even had good pancakes for a while. But the architects are planning to solve that problem this weekend. On Saturday, a pancake breakfast will be held in Jordano’s parking lot, across from Stilzlers. The cost is $1.00 for all you can eat. The funds will help in production costs for Poly Royal.

Homcoming Committee wants YOU!

Tuesday - 557-1354

Steak Sandwich on a Toasted French Roll with French Fries and Garnish

REGULARLY $1.00
THIS WEEKEND $.85

SIMON SAYS

Baseball’s troubles

(Continued from page 7)

Somehow the Mustangs have been able to break even in 10 conference battles, but when you drop two games to a losing team like Riverside, you’re scraping bottom.

Why the poor record?

It is no secret that the Mustangs lack scoring punch. Only twice this season have they scored more than 6 runs, and they lost one of those two. They have been shutout four times, and on 10 other occasions they were unable to cross the plate over two times.

Equally pathetic are Poly’s statistics in comparison with it’s opponents. The Mustangs have hit a combined .282 this season; their opponents have hit .311. The Mustangs have driven in 73 runs; their opponents have driven in 110 runs. In contrast, it’s opponents have scored 2.39 runs, given up 62 runs, and allowed 186 hits.

At times individual Mustang hurlers have been impressive: Dean Treanor spun a no-hitter. Allen Noble owns a 1.38 ERA in CCAA competition and a 1.88 ERA overall. Bill Hall has lost several heartbreakers and Gary Landrith has given up an average of less than two runs per game.

At other times Little League pitchers could have done better. Like when Treanor gave up six runs in an inning, or when opposing teams scored 10 runs in each game of a doubleheader, as happened earlier in the season.

The answer is consistency.

If the hitters could provide help to the pitching staff, and if the pitching staff could perform to its potential, we’d have a fine-looking ball team.

However, action speaks better than mere words, and if it’s not worth the paper they are written on. It is up to the Mustangs to demonstrate to their supporters that they can win-and win consistently.